
Writing a Script

Learning Objective: To layout and create an accurate script.



Context

• Scripts are a really good way of  letting others know how we feel.

• They are also really useful to explore how we think a situation may go.

• We would like you to write a script and bring it into College when you 

start in September.



On the next slide is an exert from Blood 

Brothers can you find an example of  the 

following?

A - A line said by Mickey.

B - A stage Direction.

C - A line said by Edward

D - Advice for a designer

E - Advice for an actor about how they should perform the lines.



A - A line said by Mickey.

B - A stage Direction.

C - A line said by Edward

D - Advice for a designer

E - Advice for an actor about 

how they should perform the 

lines.

There is also the clue that 

there should be a building 

on stage as Mrs Johnstone 

tells Mickey to go into the 

house.



When Writing a script

• You must consider …

• Who are your characters and the language they use.

• Where different scenes are set. Scene’s are like chapters, a new scene often 

takes place in a different location and explores a different aspect of  the story.

• Have a clear beginning, Middle and End. 

• The message you are trying to communicate to your audience.



We would like you to write a script 

• The title of  your script is A New Experience.

• Your script could be about starting Secondary School, Joining a Club, 

Learning a new skill, or it could be about a totally different New Experience.

• We have attached a script template for you to use if  you wish.

• When you have finished your script we would like you to draw three pictures 

to show what happens at the beginning, middle and end of  your script.



Plenary

• Before bringing your work into College in September please think about …

• Would you like to watch this work?

• Does it make sense?

• Have you checked spellings, punctuation and grammar?


